
2005 Frontier CDT Audio stereo Install 

(Vehicle specific, 4 or 5 channel specifications) 

 

Equipment list: 

 

Head unit 

(4 channel, no sub box) 

CDT Audio SQA-4075 4 channel amp (75w @ 4 ohms x 4) 

CDT Audio upgrade  HD 690 COM 6X9 2-way component upgraded ES-02  2” mid-tweeter (front 
doors and dash) 

CDT Audio 6.5 HD-6MDVC 6.5” subwoofer (rear doors) 

or 

(5 channel, using sub box) 

CDT Audio SQA-4075 4 channel amp (75w @ 4 ohms x 4) 

CDT Audio SQA-1000 1 channel amp (800w @ 2 ohms x 1) 

CDT Audio HD 690 COM 6X9 2-way component with upgraded 3.5” tweeter (front doors and 
dash) 

CDT Audio HD6 6.5” mid bass drivers (rear doors) 

CDT QES series subwoofer (10” or 12”, single or pair) 

Custom enclosure 
(https://www.soundoffaudio.com/items.cfm/cat1/SUBWOOFER%20BOXES/cat2/NISSAN) 

Install kit with harness for your specific car 

Pictures and notes: 

Here are the empty speaker locations so you can see clearly how the CDT system is truly 
“vehicle specific”, plug and play!  The only possible cutting may be minor trimming in the rear 
doors to clear the massive magnets if you opt for the 6.5” subs.  Draw on the template circle and 
trim with tin snips. A spacer ring will be necessary as well in the rear.  The depth of the space will 
of course, vary depending on the install choice.  Also shown are the anemic factory speakers with 
feather-light magnets. 



 

 ES-02/bl dash location (OD3 ½”mid-twtr)            (front door (6x9” mid bass driver) 

 

 

 

      rear door (6 ½” mid bass or sub)       factory paperweights 

 

For those opting to go with a sub box in the rear, you have many choices.  It primarily depends on 
how much rear area you are willing to forfeit in relationship to the amount of bass you desire.  
You also need to determine whether rear passengers are welcome.  If you want to use your rear 
seats in a king cab, you can build a custom box that fits behind the center console that houses a 
single 10” that fit in between the seats allowing them to be used (search the forums for details).  I 
opted to sacrifice the rear seating so I had a dual 12” box with amp rack built as seen here… 

 

 



 
dual 12” subwoofer enclosure for Frontier king cab 

 

Here are pictures of the same speaker locations loaded with the CDT Audio equipment installed. 

 

 

ES-02/bl 2” mid/twtr 31/2” OD sitting as if it was made for the Frontier 



 

6x9” mounts perfectly (note c/o mount point)            Rear mid bass with spacer 

 

Personally I don’t like tweeters in the rear of a car because hearing those upper frequencies 
coming from the rear shifts the soundstage behind you.  High frequencies should simply be right 
at your ears, up front.  This is why I never install full range speakers for rear fill.  Mid bass adds 
the bass notes to music without pulling the soundstage back.  The tones the bass player plays 
are now articulated and actual notes can be distinguished.  This is not so important in rap but if 
you listen to anything else with an actual bassist in the group, you’ll appreciate having rear fill mid 
bass drivers to fatten up the bottom that the sub is too low to play at 80-100 hz. 

 

Driving my personal system is my trusted and loved Memphis MC5.1400 amplifier.  It harnesses 
5 channels and to my knowledge is about the most powerful 5 channel amp on the market. 

CDT Audio is the only high-end speaker manufacturer that I’m aware of that builds an audiophile 
grade 6x9 in a component system.  Couple that with the fact that they have paired the 6x9 with 
their top of the line massive 3.5” tweeter and professional grade crossover.  They have taken all 
the guesswork out of piecing together a system that fits in our trucks with minimal to no 
modifications.  Fortunate is the Frontier owner who wants premium sound in their truck. 

Review: 

My system sounds absolutely breathtaking!  How do I put into words the sound this system emits.  
Warm, rich bass, crisp highs and unstoppable volume levels make this the best system I have yet 
to own.  Do yourself a favor and check out the new CDT Audio Frontier specific speaker system 
at cdtaudio.com.   

I have no affiliation with CDT Audio. 

 PeteGregory / Installation Systems -  email: PGS <phunkyp@pacbell.net> 


